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impact // 2012 and we’re just starting out 



impact // 2014 impact paper part of #EuropeanaStrategy2020



impact // 2017 ka-boom!  We launched the #ImpactPlaybook



impact // we had lots of help



the impact toolkit



changes that occur for our stakeholders 
or in society as a result of certain actions 
or activities

impact // what is impact?







workshops with 

some homework i
n 

between



Tools to make th
e 

discussions 
manageable

Free Downloads









impact // design workshop report // recap #2

Four groups mapped out the impact we thought the the dpla + hubs, 
together, could have for each stakeholders, and compared it to the 
activities we deliver for them







impact // timeline Q1-3
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There is more to come in 2018...

- impact playbook v2

- 5 more case studies 

- knowledge bank

- growing impact community



GLAMS



“Providing openly 
licensed images with 

high quality metadata 
definitely affected our 

institution, but in a 
positive way - 

disseminating our 
collection and reaching 

to new groups of 
viewers is our mission.” 

We’re changing mindsets // the importance of open data



We’re facilitating collaborations // increasing partnerships

“Our first venture into Europeana was 
Europeana Photography which was a 

hugely positive experience both in 
terms of collaboration and funding to 

allow digitisation and exposure of 
some of our valuable archive which 
could have easily laid untouched for 

decades. Without being in the 
process it is unlikely that we would 
have the connections or confidence 

to join the Europeana Food and Drink 
project which helped us collaborate 

with organisations who were not 
primarily content providers.” 



“Attending the workshops 
helped us organise our 
knowledge about the 

subject, confront it and 
implement good ideas”

We’re sharing knowledge // helping increase skills



Individuals



“The resources I found 
here helped me enrich 

the content by making it 
more relevant, more 

meaningful. Furthermore, 
by reading the blogs I 
found new ideas for 
future projects in my 

community”

Culture lover 

We’re sharing knowledge // increased knowledge & understanding



Digital 
Humanities 
Researcher

We’re sharing knowledge // helping refine expertise & research



Culture lover

“The reuse of europeana 
items on other platforms 
have given me new ideas 

of how and where cultural 
heritage items can be used 

outside its original 
context”

We’re changing mindsets // the importance of open data



[read more at impkt.tools]

http://www.impkt.tools


impkt.tools





Immediate results Short term changesActivities Long term changes

Deliver a gamified event to transcribe digital WW1 objects

Transcribathon 

event held 400 documents transcribed

Inspired! They 
seek new ways 
to interact with 

WW1 data

Greater 

understanding 

of heritage

transcribathon impact // an enjoyable way to learn

Stronger 
sense of EU 

identity

Schools & 
universities 
arrange to 
participate

Students enjoy 
the experience

↑ connection with community



how can you start the 
conversation about 

impact?


